THIS POSTING IS ONLY OPEN TO THE FOLLOWING:

☐ Current Department of Corrections employees who are permanent in a competitive title or a Civil Service Commission-approved non-competitive title. Subject to current promotional and hiring restrictions

☒ State employees who are permanent in a competitive title or a Civil Service Commission-approved non-competitive title. Subject to current promotional and hiring restrictions

☐ Interested individuals who meet the stated requirements

**Title:** Technical Assistant 3  
**Salary:** $54,390.80 - $76,912.67

**Location:** Central Office, Office of Employee Relations–Trenton, NJ

**Job Description:** Under the general supervision of a supervisory official in a State department, institution, or agency, takes the lead over the technical and/or clerical staff and has responsibility for the work programs of an identifiable technical unit responsible for reviewing, monitoring, and processing specific actions requiring the application of rules, regulations, policies and/or procedures, or independently, under general supervision, reviews, analyzes, and makes effective recommendations for actions involving a specific element of a regulatory or administrative program requiring the application of rules, regulations, policies, procedures, and/or technical concepts; does other related duties as required.

**Requirements**

**Education:** Graduation from an accredited college or university with an Associate’s degree.

**Note:** Applicants who do not possess the required education may substitute additional experience as indicated on a year-for-year basis with thirty (30) semester hour credits being equal to one (1) year of experience.

**Experience:** Three (3) years of experience in providing support to functions such as grant/contract compliance monitoring, program monitoring, or fiscal compliance and budgetary assistance and/or providing technical assistance to state and/or local communities or agencies, completing forms or applications, reviewing documents for accuracy and content, resolving complaints, or interpreting rules, regulations, policies, and procedures for the public and/or others.

**Note:** Applicants who do not possess the required experience may substitute semester hour credits from an accredited college or university on a year-for-year basis with thirty (30) semester hour credits being equal to one (1) year of experience.

**Please include resume and copy of transcripts and/or certificates (unofficial copies are acceptable) in your response. Posting title and number must be included in the subject line of your e-mail. All attachments must be sent in PDF or Word format only. Additionally, you must provide your e-mail address. To be considered, responses must be postmarked no later than July 18, 2023.**

Forward Response To: Civilian Recruitment – Office of Human Resources
Central Office Regional Personnel Services, Region 6
P.O. Box 863
Trenton, NJ 08625-0863

Emailed resumes are to be sent only to: Civilian.Recruitment@doc.nj.gov